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Abstract: The efficiency of energy systems can be characterised by the relevant efficiency
components in terms of performance, operation, equipment and technology (POET). The overall
energy efficiency of the system can be optimised by studying the POET energy efficiency
components. For an existing energy system, the improvement of operational efficiency will
usually be a quick win for energy efficiency. Therefore, operational efficiency improvement will
be the main purpose of this talk. General procedures to establish operation efficiency
optimisation models are reviewed. Model predictive control (MPC), a popular technique in
modern control theory, is applied to solve obtained energy models. This is further illustrated by
comprehensive case studies such as power generation economic dispatch; power plant generator
maintenance scheduling; water pumping system on/off control and flow rate control for energy
cost saving and maximum demand cost saving; rock winder system control; and conveyor belt
system power modelling, on/off load control, and variable speed drive control. These examples
show the prosperous future applications of MPC in energy efficiency problems.
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